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Laura Antebi
Born in Aberdeen, artist and sculptor Laura J. Antebi has exhibited her work and undertaken
commissions since 1994 creating artwork for homes and gardens, museums, offices and
businesses around the UK and abroad.
Her work covers a wide variety of subjects including portraiture, figurative sculpture, semiabstract and organic forms. Receiving a BA(Hons) degree in Sculpture at Duncan of Jordanstone
School of Art in 2003 Laura went on to study painting for 3 years at Leith School of Art in Edinburgh.
Her wildlife and equine sculptures are made from galvanized steel wire and recycled materials.
Working directly from life and from memory Laura creates artworks and sculptural pieces that
convey the spiritual essence and spontaneity of the natural world.

Character and presence are integral and a particularly strong component to her work.

War Horse
A commission for the National Army Museum
Laura was commissioned by the National Army Museum in London to create a life-size
horse as the centre piece for their hugely successful exhibition War Horse. Made in steel
wire, the sculpture created a pinnacle moment within the exhibition bringing the fact and
fiction of the War Horse story together.

War Horse: Fact and Fiction
Exploring the true history behind the extremely popular novel
Warhorse by Michael Morpurgo, the exhibition focuses on the
forgotten heroes, those horses who have been used in war
throughout the ages.
Photograph by Gareth Gardner

The army museum were looking for a sculpture to depict the
drama, fear and struggle of the horses caught up in barbed
wire and trapped in No-Man’s-Land during the first world war.
After working on a maquette for a few weeks to find the energy,
gesture and pose of the sculpture, Laura then spent the next
ten weeks and 200 kilos of fencing wire translating the model
into a life-size statue that echoed the power and emotion of the
central character ‘Joey’ in the War Horse novel.
Photograph by Gareth Gardner

Inspired, the spark of an idea
charges through the wire and
the sculpture is born.
Defining then redefining the
form to break out of it again,
over time, creates the circuit
through which a higher purpose
flows and a new story is told.

“...they live side by side in our meadow and
rain or shine they bring that area to life”

Horses

“Her sculptures evoke the power and vibrancy
with nothing more than the basest of metals”

A horse called Olympus
“I saw Laura’s amazing work at Chelsea and decided to
buy a horse for my wife’s birthday – it was the year of
the Olympics so we called him Olympus.
My wife had no idea and we hatched a plan for Laura to
put Olympus in place during the early hours. All went
to plan and as I opened the curtains from our bedroom
on the birthday morning, I said my goodness there is a
horse! My wife rushed to the window to see Olympus at
the end of the garden.
It is a wonderful piece of sculpture that will remain
with us forever.”

“We were very excited about our two
purchases from you when we saw
them on your website. When you
arrived with them from Scotland,
I have to say we were both blown away
by their beauty.
The time you spent getting them in
the right place, the right angles and
then cementing them in place was
impressive – even more so as it was
pouring with rain. You spent 8 hours
getting it right in horrendous weather
which I will never forget. Now they
are in place everyone loves them.”

“The sculpture we have ‘Home Boy’ never fails to impress
visitors from a distance and when they move closer to inspect,
there is always general amazement that something so sturdy
and life-like actually began life from just a roll of wire.
Laura was very keen to ensure Home Boy was happy in his
new surroundings so she came back to visit us a few weeks
after the installation when she made a few tweaks to his
mane and tail. She is clearly a consummate artist who takes
tremendous pride in her work.”

“We chose Laura to model our Cavalier King Charles Spaniels and she
responded to our enquiry by driving from Scotland to London to start
the work. She came to our house and over about six hours
modelled each dog in wire to brilliant likenesses.
To someone who is not familiar with the breed, Cavaliers may
look very much alike but to us who have had Cavaliers for
over fifty years every one is very different and Laura has
exactly captured each dog’s individual look and
character. She has an amazing skill and it
was a revelation to watch her at work.”

Portrait: 29.5cm x 42cm chalk

Life Study: 35cm x 60cm charcoal

Portrait: 29.5cm x 42cm chalk

Sitting Figure: 35cm x 60cm plaster

Portrait: 29.5cm x 42cm pastel

Portraiture

Self Portrait: 29.5cm x 42cm charcoal

Works of Art
Starting from a single piece of wire and guided by the material Laura works intuitively to trace
the movement and energy of the form and conjure an image in space. At the first meeting, Laura
studies her subject intensely, sketching in wire to capture an immediate impression and get the
work started.
She then takes all the reference material back to the studio where she develops the work,
carefully preserving those first impressions at the core of the sculpture.
Working closely with photographs throughout the process to ensure that the character and
individuality is accurately portrayed, the artwork is only considered complete when Laura is
satisfied there is a sense of presence in her work.
Depending on the scale of the work, it can take from a few weeks to a few months to produce
a finished sculpture.

For further details, enquiries or if you are interested in commissioning a work of art by
Laura Antebi please contact the artist t: 07952 760 153 e: l.antebi@thewirestudio.co.uk
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